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Lewis turning point

The Lewis turning point, named after economist W. Arthur Lewis, is a
term used in economic development to describe a point at which surplus
rural labor reaches a financial zero. This in turn typically causes urban
wages to rise dramatically.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewis_turning_point
Lewis turning point - Wikipedia

Lewis turning point - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewis_turning_point
The Lewis turning point is a situation in economic development where surplus rural labor
reaches a financial zero.

W. Arthur Lewis - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Lewis_(economist)
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Sir William Arthur Lewis was a Saint Lucian economist well known for his
contributions in the field of economic development. In 1979 he won the
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences.

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

China approaching the turning point - Growth and China
https://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2013/01/growth-and-china
Growth and China China approaching the turning point. ... This shift is known as the
Lewis Turning Point, ... this would speed up the turning point.

Lewis turning point - Revolvy
https://www.revolvy.com/topic/Lewis turning point
Jun 13, 2013 · The Lewis turning point , named after economist W. Arthur Lewis , is a
term used in economic development to describe a point at which surplus rural labor
reaches a financial zero.

Unit 4 Macro: Lewis Turning Points | tutor2u Economics
https://www.tutor2u.net/.../blog/unit-4-macro-lewis-turning-points
Unit 4 Macro: Lewis Turning Points. Geoff Riley ... (assuming all profits are used to
purchase capital). This point is the Lewis turning point of the title.

China migration: At the turning point - Financial Times
https://www.ft.com/content/767495a0-e99b-11e4-b863-00144feab7de
But the slowdown in urbanisation is coinciding with a rapid ageing of the population,
another key shift underlying the Lewis Turning Point.

China Is Running Out Of Cheap Rural Labor And It's â€¦
https://www.forbes.com/sites/douglasbulloch/2017/03/03/china-is...
Mar 03, 2017 · There are reasons to believe China has not reached the 'Lewis Turning
Point.' Clearly wage costs have risen in China, but it's not at all clear that the migration of
rural labour has run its course.

Spanish GP: Lewis Hamilton says win can be turning point
...
www.skysports.com › F1 › Drivers
Lewis Hamilton has hailed his best drive of the season after comfortably winning the
Spanish GP and hopes it can be a turning point in the 2018 title race.

What is 'Lewis turning point' and its importance for â€¦
economictimes.indiatimes.com › News › International
A spate of worker unrest and rising wages in China suggest that the country is very close
to what economists call the â€˜Lewis turning point.

Chronicle of a Decline Foretold: Has China Reached â€¦
www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2013/wp1326.pdf
Reached the Lewis Turning Point? Mitali Das and Papa Nâ€™Diaye WP/13/26 ... This
Working Paper should not be reported as representing the views of the IMF.

Authors: Mitali Das · Papa Ndiaye

Affiliation: International Monetary Fund

About: Population ageing · China · Lewis turning point · Demographics

The Lewis Turning Point in China and its Impacts â€¦
www.augurproject.eu/IMG/pdf/WP1_-The_Lewis_Turning_Point_in_China...
1 The Lewis Turning Point in China and its Impacts on the World Economy Andong Zhu
and Wanhuan Cai Associate Professor and Post-Doc Fellow, School of Marxism,
Tsinghua University, Beijing
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